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On the occasion of the reveal of the 2022 Ford Maverick—the first truly compact pickup truck from the company since the old Ranger was discontinued in 2011—we took a look in our archives and noticed ...
The Ford Ranger SVT V-8 Prototype Tested: Smoke Machine With a Bed
Learn about all of the trim levels, from Big Bend to Badlands, what they cost, the various tech features and other specs of this resurrected off-road classic.
Your guide to the 2021 Ford Bronco: models, Sasquatch package, pricing and tech
Pickups are big business, but they can and should come in smaller packages, too, which is why Ford is adding a fourth line to its portfolio. Following the Super Duty , F-150 and Ranger , here’s the ...
Who is the 2022 Ford Maverick Designed For?
Comment Now! The agonizing wait for reservation holders of Ford's reborn Bronco is almost over as the first customer examples have rolled off t ...
2021 Ford Bronco production is underway
The new Ford Maverick ute caught quite a few by surprise when it was unveiled last night, offering ample payload and towing capabilities, mini-Ranger looks, standard hybrid power and a sharp starting ...
Is the Ford Maverick a Goose to lay golden eggs? CarAdvice decides
I asked earlier about which cars you’ve owned or known of that just refused to die. I couldn’t brag about my own survivor because my daily is more pampered than abused at this point in its life, but I ...
These Are The Cars That Lasted Longer Than You Ever Expected
The Ranger pickup gets the Baja-inspired capability from its bigger brother, the F-150, because now the Raptor package is available for the midsize truck from Ford. Get back in the car. It’s only ...
Ford Ranger Raptor Arrives in Mexico — Is U.S. Next?
Whether you want a midsize truck that can do it all or a full-size pickup that's an off-road monster, there is a truck everyone.
Best truck for 2021
Instead of a fully-loaded First Edition or a barebones Base model with the Sasquatch Package, the first 2021 Ford Bronco mannequin comes in the guise of a Big Bend with off-road bits and Carbonized ...
The First 2021 Ford Bronco Dealer Demo Vehicle Is a Two-Door Big Bend Sasquatch
Ford has taken the wraps off its baby Maverick pickup, with standard hybrid tech, front- or all-wheel drive, and a low starting price.
2022 Ford Maverick Revealed as Front-Drive Hybrid Pickup
Originally based on the Ranger, the new Bronco's platform isn't exactly the hardest for Ford to adapt back into a pickup. And by now, there's plenty of evidence to suggest Ford will do exactly that, ...
Ford Testing a Jeep Gladiator Adds Fuel to Bronco Pickup Rumors
The biggest competitor to the all-new Hyundai Santa Cruz is off to a great start. Ford has confirmed 36,000 reservations in the first week after the grand reveal, along with a total of 100,000 ...
2022 Ford Maverick Receives 36,000 Reservations in a Single Week
After a wait of nearly three years, the all-new Ford Maverick has officially been revealed as Ford's smallest and newest bakkie in the States.
Finally out: Forbidden-for-South Africa Ford Maverick revealed
It’s obvious that Ford thought hard about who will use the compact, $22K Maverick pickup: Think budget-conscious weekend gardeners and small-scale DIYers.
Ford reveals the Maverick, Dino name may return on F8 Tributo successor, last ICE Lotus could be auto-only
Ford Maverick is the truck, the automaker says, for those who didn’t know they wanted a truck, and with a hybrid engine as standard despite a starting price around $20k, it could be ...
2022 Ford Maverick is a $20k hybrid pickup for a new type of truck owner
Ford's new small pickup, on sale this fall, is the cheapest in its lineup. This is how Car and Driver editors would order it.
How We'd Spec It: 2022 Ford Maverick
A New Jersey man was killed when his pickup truck hit a concrete barrier on an elevated parkway in New York, flipped over and fell 25 feet to the road below, police said. The accident happened at 9 p.
NJ man killed when pickup flips over concrete barrier in NY
Mazda announced on Friday that its third-generation BT-50 will soon be available in SA. New from the ground up, this rival to the Ford Ranger, VW Amarok and Toyota Hilux is cut from the same “Kodo – ...
All-new Mazda BT-50 is coming for the Amarok, Ranger and Hilux
The Bronco has finally been released into the wild. Take a step back in time: This bestselling SUV was last built in 1996, the year that the Fox News Channel debuted, "Independence Day" dominated the ...
Long-awaited Ford Bronco starts shipping, filling 125,000 orders
There are tons of reasons so many of us have elevated the Honda Ridgeline to critical darling status: it's comfortable, unique and capable of performing the vast majority of "truck tasks" that ...
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